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Introduction
System architects for defense and aerospace platforms are tasked to not only fit all 
required mission electronics payloads on-board their Size, Wight and Power (SWaP)-
constrained platforms, but also meet reliability, scalability, performance, cost, and 
schedule constraints. Thanks to advances in modularity of rugged, commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS), small form factor (SFF) system design, integrators have more options 
than ever before to tailor embedded platform architectures around open standards-
based technologies that afford flexibility for how mission systems are integrated on a 
platform. A discrete-function, line replaceable unit (LRU), such as a mission processor, 
data storage device, Ethernet switch or network router can now be deployed 
standalone in a traditional distributed subsystem architecture, or combined in multi-
function appliances that consolidate LRU functionality. As one size literally does not fit 
all applications, this white paper will explore some of the use-case considerations and 
technological advances driving integrators to pursue a distributed over a consolidated 
system architecture approach, and visa-versa (See Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Comparing distributed vs consolidated LRU architectures
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Architecture Distributed LRU Subsystems Consolidated LRU Subsystems

Function Single-function LRU (A or B or C) Multiple function (A + B + C)

Number of Installations Multiple independent LRU installations Single install, all-in-one device

LRU Size Small Mid-size

Weight Distribution Weight displaced in multiple locations Centralized mass, single installation

Power Input Multiple power inputs Single power input

Cable Distribution Dispersed, discrete wiring Consolidated wiring harnesses
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Cisco IP Router
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Platform Constraints
Each aircraft, ground vehicle, or naval vessel has its own 
particular set of mission requirements and degree of flexibility 
for how its system architecture is implemented. The smaller, 
lighter, and lower cost the platform, generally the more rigid its 
constraints are. Smaller unmanned air, ground, or undersea 
vehicles (UAVs/UGVs/UUVs), for example, may support an 
electronics payload of a mere few pounds/kilograms and 
have limited range based on battery cells or fuel tank size. 
Contrast this with larger, High Altitude Long Endurance 
(HALE) drones or Large Displacement Unmanned Undersea 
Vehicles (LDUUV), which have significantly more sensors, 
communications, and computing electronics required to 
support multiple roles over a longer mission. Depending 
on where electronic devices are located on a given vehicle, 
exposure to the elements (i.e. temperature extremes, water, 
dust), security considerations (i.e. tamper-resistance, cyber 
security), and other operational conditions (i.e. vibration, 
shock, electromagnetic interference, maintenance) can 
also constrain the system integrator. That being said, as 
technology continues to evolve and rugged embedded 
systems continue to shrink their SWaP footprint, integrators 
increasingly have more options to “skin the proverbial cat.” 

Going Distributed for SWaP 
Optimization
Unlike traditional enterprise IT environments that host large 
19-inch rack-mount cabinets in air-conditioned buildings, 
military electronics LRUs are often found in demanding 
and unconventional installation locations (i.e. against a wall 
of a fuselage, inside an aircraft electronics pod, under a 
seat, etc.), deployed in harsh mobile environments often 
without traditional cooling available. While integrators 
want as high of performance and as much functionality 
as possible, they also need to satisfy very different SWaP 
and reliability requirements. Traditionally, this means that 
a complete mission system is often not self-contained in 
a single enclosure, but distributed across multiple smaller 
rugged enclosures doing various mission sub-tasks for 
the platform. In the case of some LRUs, there may also be 
redundant boxes onboard the platform depending on the 
impact to the mission if a device fails and/or for security to 
physically segregate data by security classification (i.e. red/
black separation for different security enclaves). 
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Figure 2: SWaP is a major factor onboard unmanned platforms 
(image courtesy of Northrop Grumman)

Let’s consider a few reasons why a distributed architecture 
may be desirable by looking at a case study for a naval 
unmanned vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft that 
benefited from a distributed approach (See Figure 2). For 
particularly SWaP-sensitive applications, not only the mass 
of the electronics pose an integration challenge, but also the 
weight and displacement of that load across the platform. 
Logically, the heavier the platform becomes, the greater the 
impact to mission duration, operational cost, and re-fueling 
requirements. A major North American UAS (unmanned 
air system) supplier calculated that for every one pound 
(lb) of weight they can eliminate from their UAS platform 
dedicated to ISR missions, they save approximately $30K 
in operational cost for the vehicle. 
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Figure 3: Every one pound (lb) of weight eliminated from a UAS 
platform dedicated to ISR missions, can save approximately 

$30K in operational cost for the vehicle.
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Considering the case of a small unmanned helicopter, the 
distribution of weight can also be problematic for flight 
safety if there is an imbalance in the payload. Like many 
traditional mission system architectures, this customer’s 
platform incorporated physically distributed LRUs that 
leveraged Ethernet to connect its mission processing, 
communications, and sensor resources. Its initial architecture 
specified a combined modular switch and router LRU that 
provided more than 20 physical Ethernet interfaces for a 
network backbone. While neither the mass nor weight of 
this networking LRU (known as the DuraMAR 5915-1X) 
was a specific concern, it did centralize the Ethernet port 
connections, along with power and management cable 
connections, to a single box. This meant that the weight of 
associated mating connectors and wiring harnesses was 
consolidated to a single point in the UAV, ultimately creating 
a weight imbalance. To reconcile this, the platform integrator 
migrated to a standalone SFF router variant (DuraMAR 
5915-0X) without the switch and instead integrated two 
miniature Ethernet switches (DuraNET 20-11) in different 
strategic locations on the platform (See Figure 4). 

Figure 4: DuraMAR 5915-0X Cisco router and 
DuraNET 20-11 Ethernet switch

Separating LRUs onboard a platform may also be motivated 
by maintenance and upgrade considerations. If a single-
function LRU fails, becomes obsolete, or undergoes an 
upgrade, another single-function LRU can provide a one-
for-one replacement. In this case, the integrator installs a 
new LRU without impacting other subsystems. But given 
the latest miniaturization of semiconductor, connector, 
and memory technologies, more subsystem functionality 
can now be squeezed into ever more compact form factor 
enclosures—enabling a possible two for one in terms of 
functionality per box. Through the use of modular hardware 
and/or software building blocks, many military platforms 
are taking advantage by consolidating multiple subsystem 
functions in the same space claim as the original single-
function box. This ultimately expands the capabilities of the 
platform and may also reduce system SWaP. 
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Mix and Match
Standalone, single-function LRUs come in all shapes and 
sizes. Some of these can even be combined mechanically 
with other LRUs to form hybrid systems, such as a router 
plus a switch, or a computer plus a router, etc. The possibility 
of mixing or matching a given capability with another, and 
yet keeping the form factor small, is of great interest to 
platform integrators to “kill two birds with one stone.”

The smallest LRU variants are purpose-built for reducing 
SWaP, which typically means there is a limited degree of 
mechanical modularity. A new class of highly capable, 
rugged, COTS, mission subsystems known as ultra-small 
form factor (USFF), are helping to drive down cost, capability 
tradeoffs, and SWaP in size and weight-sensitive platforms. 
However, as a trade-off for a switch, for example, which can 
fit in the palm of the hand, it does not have a mechanical 
modular design necessary to couple with another device. 
That being said, USFF mission processor systems are 
now delivering multi-core processing with some degree of 
modularity to meet specific vehicle sensor payload interface 
requirements. These lightweight LRUs weigh less than 
2.0 lb (0.91 kg) yet feature multiple internal I/O expansion 
slots for application-specific add-on cards. These add-on 
cards not only provide the native I/O available from the 
Arm® / Intel® / NVIDIA® chipsets, but also optional add-on 
functionality from Mini PCI Express® cards (such as MIL-
STD-1553, ARINC-429, CAN interfaces, etc.), all without 
adding additional size to the devices footprint. These too, 
however, are not expandable mechanically, beyond perhaps 
a removable solid state disk (SSD) assembly (See Figure 5).

Figure 5: USFF NVIDIA TX2i-based 
DuraCOR 312 mission computer

There is however a modestly larger, yet still SFF GbE 
switch variant available, that has a purpose-built enclosure 
design that enables it to interface with other LRUs, 
including mission processors, routers, and related devices. 
This 20-port switch includes a chassis that interlocks with 
other devices and integrates an internal backplane for 
connecting Ethernet, console, power, and zeroize signals 
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between it and connecting devices. A quad-core Core™ 
i7 or Xeon® E3-based mission processor can be coupled 
with this type of switch as an example (See Figure 6). This 
modularity also provides forward-looking flexibility to mix 
and match with roadmapped or future products sharing 
the same mechanical design, including 10 GbE switches or 
next-gen processors, routers and the like. 

Figure 6: DuraCOR mission processor 
with integrated DuraNET switch

All for One
There is little doubt that modern rugged COTS equipment 
offers defense and aerospace customers significantly more 
than legacy products of yesteryear. There are certainly 
performance boosts, but one LRU box can now also 
integrate the capabilities of multiple legacy subsystems. 
On top of obvious SWaP benefits, there may be an added 
bonus of cost savings, since many of these consolidated 
LRUs are available pre-qualified without non-recurring 
expense (NRE) which is a major risk and cost reducer 
over custom alternatives. In fact, many of the latest SFF, 
modular, mission processors take advantage of a scalable 
mechanical and electrical design that allows for tailoring of 

Figure 7: System modularity enables standalone or combined LRUs

I/O capabilities and a combination of multiple, traditionally 
separate LRU functions. These pre-integrated, all-in-one 
products are attractive for integrators seeking MIL-rugged 
commercial products vetted under environmental/EMI 
qualification testing, yet deliverable off the shelf without a 
traditional engineering development cycle. 

Adding to standalone computers, some customer 
programs are requesting subsystems that combine mission 
processors together with an Ethernet switch and secure 
IP router functionality in a single box (See Figure 7). Each 
function can be added in a Lego-like, or “slice of bread”, 
fashion with one stacked on top of the other. Depending 
on the project, this can be driven by SWaP constraints or 
objectives to simplify systems integration, acquisition cost, 
and/or documentation overhead. Some integrators wish to 
specify fewer line items in an interface control document 
(ICD), purchase order (PO), and support documents, yet 
satisfy multiple technical requirements. With a single power 
input to multiple functions, a consolidated multi-function 
LRU can simplify the power distribution architecture 
onboard a platform, eliminating separate power supplies, 
surge protectors and cables running to multiple smaller 
LRUs. An integrated N+1 redundant power supply and/
or MIL-STD-704/DO-160 power hold-up capacitance can 
be added for power redundancy within the same box to 
prevent airborne systems from resetting when transferring 
power from an onboard battery to an airport generator. 

Combining multiple hardware elements is only one 
approach; software building blocks can now be leveraged 
to do what historically was done through separate hardware 
devices. Virtual Machine (VM) hypervisors (such as VMware® 
ESXi, Linux® KVM, etc.) are being used to create multiple 
virtual personal computers (PCs) running on a single host 
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LRU. Further, virtualized applications running in these 
environments can replicate some Ethernet networking 
functions associated with routing and/or security. Cisco 
Systems®, for example, has software-based embedded 
services routers (i.e. 5915 ESR) and cloud services routers 
(i.e. CSR1000v) that can replace a traditional ASIC-based 
router, yet run on an Intel x86-based computer. Network 
Functional Virtualization (NFV) applications go beyond 
routing to include VPN and security applications, as well as 
a virtualized Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance (known as 
ASAv). Similarly, software-based cross domain guard (CDG) 
solutions approved by the Unified Cross Domain Services 
Management Office (UCDSMO) can now be hosted on Intel-
based mission processors to provide filtering of data/users 
with different security classification access. Forcepoint™ 
Trusted Thin Client (TTC) and High Speed Guard Special 
Purpose (HSG SP) are examples of these kind of CDG 
solutions that can facilitate trusted rule set-based transfer 
of data across domains, or secure access to multiple 
networks. Depending on the resources of a processor 
and how many VMs and applications are burdening it, an 
x86-based processor system may be leveraged to provide 
traditional general-purpose processing, as well as replace a 
hardware-based router, firewall or other security appliances 
using these software-based build blocks. 

MCOTS I/O Scalability
Mission systems often scale network connectivity using 
Ethernet switches, tightly integrated with a mission 
processor, or as a separate LRU, but Ethernet is just one 
of many interfaces required by military platforms. A modern 
PC system’s CPU performance, memory architecture, and 
high speed peripheral interfaces are generally more than 
adequate for today’s tactical requirements, but vehicles and 
aircraft platforms tend to also require support for legacy 
devices and/or specialized functionality. Naturally, older 
interfaces aren’t part of standard Intel or Arm chipsets 
and yet they must still be supported on many defense or 
aerospace platforms. Today’s general-purpose processors 
traditionally come with some number of PCI-Express 
expansion buses, along with built-in peripheral, network, 
storage and related device interfaces, such as USB, SATA, 
serial ports, and display outputs (i.e. HDMI, DisplayPort). 
Wiring and sensors for the venerable MIL-STD-1553, 
ARINC 429, and CAN data buses still has widespread 
deployment on today’s ground vehicles and aircraft. In 
addition, many platforms have specialized discrete I/O 
and/or video interface requirements also not standard for 
a traditional PC. 

In recent times, a new breed of adaptable mission processor 
has emerged expressly designed to minimize (even eliminate) 
NRE for customization by taking advantage of standards-
based SFF I/O embedded cards and mechanical scalability, 
from a chassis and connector interface perspective. 
Customers can now have tailored COTS-based mission 
computer solutions that meet platform-specific requirements 
without paying for developmental expense. These modified 
COTS (MCOTS) rugged computing platforms (See Figure 8) 
feature built-in scalability and I/O expansion characteristics, 
which make the prospect of taking a general-purpose 
device and transforming it into a tailor-made solution a 
palatable reality.

Figure 8: MCOTS mission computers 
are adaptable to meet program needs

The use of modular open system architecture has become 
a foundational principal for MCOTS systems, along with 
specialized ruggedization and validation techniques, as 
well as system expandability. In the case of Curtiss-Wright 
Defense Solutions and its Parvus® DuraCOR mission 
processor line, each system is mechanically optimized 
for SWaP-C, as well as ingress protection (typically dust 
and waterproof), thermal management (fanless, passive 
natural convection), and reliable operation under extreme 
environmental, power and EMI conditions. In fact, each 
system goes through extensive MIL-STD-810 and MIL-
STD-461 compliance testing to validate the design, 
providing tremendous risk and cost reduction for system 
integrators seeking pre-qualified products. Newer models 
also undergo RTCA/DO-160 testing for commercial 
aerospace deployment and CE Mark validation. To address 
platform specific functionality, built-in spare I/O card 
slots compatible with multiple, standards-based, SFF, 
I/O modules (i.e. Mini-PCIe or PCIe104), and a modular 
mechanical/electrical design, have become a hallmark to 
enable creation of customer-specific variants that fill in the 
functional I/O gaps. 
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Part of making MCOTS a reality is the supplier partnerships 
between systems and module providers. System suppliers 
have learned that it isn’t always practical to design and 
manufacture every possible I/O card that a customer 
wants. Thanks to an ever growing ecosystem of third-party 
embedded system partners, mission system architects can 
draw upon the best that industry has to offer: rugged COTS 
modules, such as Mini-PCI Express (See Figure 9) or PCIe104 
(See Figure 10), which are increasingly popular given their 
small size and affordability. Modules for MIL-STD-1553, 
ARINC 429/717, isolated serial communications, CANbus 
interfaces, H.264 video encoders, video capture cards, 
Gigabit Ethernet NICs, Wireless 802.11 LAN adapters, 
high-precision GPS receivers, analog/digital I/O interfaces, 
video controllers, and a host of other functions are also 
currently available.

Consolidated LRU 
Architecture
Some of today’s military and aerospace customers are 
looking for an elegant solution that carefully considers 
how best to mechanically and electrically integrate multiple 
functions into a single LRU appliance, while optimizing 
SWaP and performance. Imagine taking the scalability of 
a modular mission processor and adding the flexibility for 
inclusion of specialized hardware-based network functions, 
all in a single LRU. The Parvus DuraWORX systems are an 
example of such LRUs that couple a modular, multi-core 
Intel processors with secure Cisco routers (and various 
Ethernet switch options), with various removable or internal 
solid state disk (SSD) capabilities. In achieving this, Curtiss-
Wright has designed multiple generations of multi-function 
computing and networking subsystems that integrate Intel 
x86 CPUs together with a Cisco IOS network router. The 
Parvus DuraWORX 8043 (See Figure 11) exemplifies the 
latest of these ultra-rugged, multi-function, computing, and 
networking systems, by combining a high performance Intel 

Xeon E3-based mission processor together with a Cisco 
5915 IOS-managed secure network router into a single 
modular platform designed for extended temperature, high 
shock, and vibration environments.

Figure 11: DuraWORX 8043  with Xeon processor, 
Cisco 5915 router, GbE switch

The DuraWORX 8043 is a scalable, all-in-one appliance 
aimed at reducing SWaP and simplifying systems integration 
(thermal, cabling, power, installation) in tactical computing, 
IP networking, and situational awareness applications. The 
unit enables 64-bit Intel processor technology and Advanced 
Enterprise Cisco Systems networking infrastructure to 
extend beyond the reach of traditional fixed networks into 
mobile and embedded systems applications. Extensive 
IPv4/IPV6 routing protocols, firewall, and intrusion detection 
functionality, encryption (AES/NSA Suite B), remote VoIP 
services, and Mobile Ad Hoc network (MANET) routing for 
on-demand network connectivity to UHF/VHF/Wi-Fi/tactical 
radio platforms is also supported. 

An airborne early warning and control system (AWACS), 
onboard a fixed wing aircraft fleet, deployed in the Southern 
Hemisphere, is taking advantage of this type of solution 
(See Figure 12). In this program’s case, the DuraWORX 
8043 satisfied the integrator’s requirements for a server, 
router, and switch all-in-one LRU. It provided quad-core 
Intel processor technology, error correcting code (ECC) 
memory (to mitigate potential single event upsets from 
radiation), secure Cisco IOS routing technology (validated 
to Common Criteria and FIPS 140 standards), and high port 
count GbE Microsemi Ethernet switch technology for LAN 
network connectivity.

Figure 9: Mini-PCIe module 
for MIL-STD-1553 avionics

Figure 10: Stackable 
PCIe104 cards

Figure 12: Fixed-wing platforms are deploying consolidated 
LRUs like the DuraWORX 8043
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Learn More

• Curtiss-Wright System Solutions

• Curtiss-Wright Rugged Ethernet Switches and Routers

• Parvus DuraCOR 8043 6th Gen Intel Mission Processor

• Parvus DuraWORX 8043 Mission Processor + Router

• Parvus DuraMAR 5915 Cisco 5915-based Router

• Parvus DuraNET 20-10 20-port GbE Switch

• Parvus DuraNET 30-2020 Cisco IOS Switch

• Cisco Technology

Mike Southworth, B.A., M.B.A. 
Product Marketing Manager 
Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions

In addition to simplifying power distribution and installation (by bringing together 
three separate LRU functions into a single box), the system featured removable SSD 
capabilities (for information assurance) and 200 ms power hold-up capacitance. This 
application also took advantage of the unit being designed for DO-160, MIL-STD-810, 
MIL-STD-704, and MIL-STD-461 environmental and EMI requirements that reduced 
their program risks and time to deployment. 

Summary
Systems integrators address a number of technical considerations when they define 
their mission system architecture, which play into whether they implement a distribution 
or consolidated LRU approach. Aside from obvious impact to SWaP, integrators 
must also carefully weigh options affecting electrical/mechanical topology, thermal 
management, acquisition cost, power draw, electrical noise (EMI), maintenance, 
and environmental protection. Thankfully, the breadth of modular rugged COTS SFF 
subsystems is greater today than ever before. Standalone rugged mission processors, 
data storage devices, Ethernet switches, and network routers are example of devices 
affording a lot of flexibility for how they can be integrated. Defense and aerospace 
integrators can tailor embedded platform architectures around open standards and 
mechanical form factors that best meet their platform requirements, including bundled 
functionality together into a single LRU or implementing functionality in a traditional 
discrete fashion. An LRU affording “everything and a kitchen sink” may not be right for 
all, but options abound. As a result, modular subsystem architectures are expanding 
the art of the possible for today’s platforms operating in harsh environments. 
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